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Deadline to Damnation
Be spontaneous, they say. That's how I ended up on
the back of a stranger's bike. A sexy, tall, tattooed
stranger, but a stranger nonetheless. How was I to
know that a chance meeting with this man, Xander
Kane, was going to change my life?

Rough Justice
New York Times bestselling author Chantal Fernando
returns to her latest, steamy Conflict of Interest series
with this electrifying tale of murder, justice, and
intense attraction. Jaxon Bentley is a hardnosed
criminal lawyer whose entire life revolves around his
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work. He’s been asked to represent Scarlett Reyes, a
woman accused of murdering her police officer
husband in cold blood. All the evidence points to
Scarlett being guilty and Jaxon is sure it’s an open
and shut case. But when he meets his client, he can’t
help but feel that she’s innocent and that there’s
more to the story than meets the eye. With a bit of
digging, he uncovers a connection to the notorious
Wind Dragons Motorcycle Club and realizes that
Scarlett’s case is a complicated and difficult one. It
certainly doesn’t help that the two share an
immediate and passionate attraction. Will Jaxon be
able to prove Scarlett’s innocence or are the two
doomed to fail both in court and as a couple?

Crossroads
This book analyses a selection of challenges in the
implementation and application of the 1982 UN
Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS), focusing
on several areas: international organizations,
fisheries, security, preserving marine biodiversity,
dispute settlement, and interaction with other areas
of international law. UNCLOS has been described as
the Constitution for the Oceans. It sets out the
fundamental rights, obligations and jurisdictions of
States regarding the access to, uses and
management of the oceans and seas and their
resources. It balances States’ diverse and sometimes
conflicting interests, such as conflicting uses of space,
against navigational interests and the protection of
the marine environment. UNCLOS is the first global
treaty to include comprehensive obligations on the
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protection and preservation of the marine
environment, including the conservation of living
marine resources. These are often common or crossborder challenges, which can only be addressed
through international cooperation. The book is divided
into three thematic parts. The first concerns the role
of international organizations in ocean governance. It
includes twelve chapters covering a very diverse set
of issues, both materially and geographically, that
demonstrate the importance of coordinated actions
on the part of multiple States for obtaining
harmonized solutions regarding the pursuit of
activities in maritime spaces (in connection with e.g.
navigation, fisheries or maritime security). The
second part concerns the relevance of dispute
settlement mechanisms for understanding the
international law of the sea and the international legal
framework within which the actions of the great
maritime powers take place. It is composed of three
chapters, examining stakeholders’ role in dispute
settlement, the position taken by China and the
Russian Federation regarding international litigation
in maritime spaces, and how the South China Sea
Award may be relevant to the debate on the
international legal concepts of rock and island. In
turn, the third part addresses current discussions on
the conservation and sustainable use of marine
biological diversity of areas beyond national
jurisdiction. Its seven chapters report on the status
quo of the ongoing negotiations for a new
international legal regime of the high seas, and the
establishment and operationalization of
environmental regimes for international maritime
spaces.
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Kate Willoughby In The Zone Series
Books 1-3
The New York Times bestselling author of the
“swoonworthy and addicting” (Kim Karr, New York
Times bestselling author) Wind Dragons Motorcycle
Club series is back with more bad boy bikers in this
first novel in the Cursed Ravens Motorcycle Club
series. Erin Dawson had the perfect life growing up in
a perfect home with a perfect family. Her parents
gave her and her sister everything a child could want.
But after learning that the man she’s called “dad” her
whole life isn’t actually her biological father, Erin is
determined to find the man who is. Armed with her
original birth certificate, she finds her father, but
begins questioning if her mom had been right all
along to keep this information buried. It turns out he
is the president of a motorcycle club, which could not
be further from the life Erin leads. But, she’s
determined to get to know the man who she gets her
striking blue eyes from. Despite getting what she
wants and finding her biological father, it’s the slightly
older, much rougher but incredibly sexy biker Ace
that catches Erin’s eye. As the new “princess” of the
Cursed Ravens, Erin is learning a whole new world,
but her father has made it clear she is off limits. Will
Ace follow his President’s orders or will he put his
heart ahead of his duty? A sizzling tale of family and
passion, Ace of Hearts features Fernando’s signature
“snark and sass” (Booklist) and is perfect for fans of
Kristin Ashley.

Breaching the Contract
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In New York Times bestselling author Chantal
Fernando’s latest novel in the Wind Dragons
Motorcycle Club series, Rake—baddest of the bad
boys—gets his own romance at last! Rake is known
for being up for anything, in and out of the bedroom.
He’s wild, he’s deadly, yet quick with a joke or a
stolen kiss. Known as the player of the WDMC, he
loves women, the more the merrier. However, behind
his womanizing façade, Rake hides the pain of losing
his first love, Bailey. He hasn’t loved anyone since,
and doesn’t think he ever will. Seven years after their
split, Rake and Bailey run into each other at the MC’s
favorite club. Old wounds resurface, secrets are
spilledand passionate feelings are awakened. But
they’ve each done things to hurt the other, hurt them
too badly to get over it—haven’t they? Only when
Bailey’s connection to Rake puts her in danger from
another Club member does he realize that there’s
nothing he won’t do to protect her—and claim her as
his once again.

Flirting with 40
Olivia Reynolds lives a sheltered life. Daughter of the
leader of their small community, she is treated like a
princess, never allowed beyond the safety of the
walls. When her father decides she must marry, she
chooses the man she has secretly lusted after ever
since she first laid eyes on him. Dane Mitchell. One of
her father's best men, Dane is as lethal is he is
attractive, and Olivia is thrilled at the thought of being
at his side. Dane Mitchell doesn't want to be forced
into marriage. He is a soldier, a fighter, and has a
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bigger purpose in life. He doesn't have the time to
deal with a spoilt pampered princess such as Olivia,
but owes his life to Evan, Olivia's father. He accepts
the marriage. But that doesn't mean he has to like it.

Colonization Or Globalization?
Moving in with a guy you only met once? Stupid. But
for student Layla Crawford, this was reality. Chase
Jackson is a renowned playboy and self professed
commitment phobe, that is until he meets Layla.
Blinded by his intensity to have her, Chase will stop at
nothing to make her his. With a jealous ex and old
conquests repeatedly making appearances, Chase' s
skeletons come out of the closet one by one, each
one pushing Layla further and further away. Layla is
determined to keep her distance. Chase now has to
convince the only woman he has ever wanted that he
is worth the gamble. Recommended for readers aged
18+

Knuckle Down
Cutting-edge scholarship on post-war Arab intellectual
history that challenges conventional thinking about
authoritarianism, religion and revolution in the
modern Middle East.

James
Moving in with my half-brother Xander, I had no idea
what to expect. But nothing could have prepared me
for this. My brother's friends are wild, protective,
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secretive, always around. And drop dead gorgeous.
Out of all of them, there's something about Reid Knox.
Brooding, temperamental, guarded And I want him
more than anything I have ever wanted in my life.

Seducing the Defendant
From New York Times bestselling author Chantal
Fernando comes the latest in the Wind Dragons
Motorcycle Club series featuring a red-hot romance
and plenty of mystery! Ranger is at a crossroads: he
has a chance to leave the motorcycle club and do
something else with his life—but he keeps getting
dragged back. When the Wind Dragons Motorcycle
Club asks for his help, Ranger agrees, not only
because it is hard to say no to them, but also because
he has a vested interest. A woman is missing. And
Ranger knows her. The Wind Dragons aren’t the only
ones hoping this girl can be found—on the hunt is
Johanna Chase, a stubborn detective who won’t give
up until the missing woman is found safe. She needs
Ranger to navigate the underground world of
motorcycle clubs, and immediately, sparks fly. Ranger
fights the attraction. He has no plans on going there,
no matter how beautiful and badass she is. A biker
and a cop? Ridiculous. But the two of them soon
realize that they’re in way over their heads, and now
they have to trust each other in order to save her.
With the WDMC and the police force at their back, it
should be no problem, right?

Last Ride
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From the New York Times bestselling author of the
Wind Dragons and Cursed Ravens MC series comes
sinners, saints and secrets… Dear Skylar, Five years.
That’s a long time to go without talking to somebody,
especially someone who was such a huge part of your
life… A letter from my first kiss and my childhood
everything…from prison. He may be nicknamed Saint,
but this sweet, sexy biker most definitely has a wild
streak. Hearing from him draws me right back into the
Knights of Fury motorcycle club—the people I’ll
always think of as family. He’s still the only man I’ve
ever wanted. Each good, old-fashioned letter from my
“prison pen pal” has my heart racing. Which is
nothing compared to how I feel when Saint surprises
me in person, as a free man. I was just a kid the last
time we saw each other, but the connection between
us now is anything but innocent. He’s the type of man
who would do anything to protect his woman. And
with my world crashing down around me, that’s
exactly what I’m going to need. This book is
approximately 67,000 words Please note: This book is
part of the Knights of Fury MC series but can be read
as a stand-alone. One-click with confidence. This title
is part of the Carina Press Romance Promise: all the
romance you’re looking for with an HEA/HFN. It’s a
promise!

Renegade
A tenacious, resilient female judge must find a way to
work with her carefree clerk as they find themselves
in danger when a fugitive sets his sights on revenge
in the third book in New York Times bestselling author
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Chantal Fernando’s sexy and thrilling Conflict of
Interest Series. Trinity Williams, known as “Medusa”
for her stony expressions and unyielding reputation,
constantly has her guard up—how else is the
youngest female judge in the country supposed to
survive in such a male-dominated profession? She
made the decision long ago that laughter and a
carefree attitude have no business in a courtroom and
achieving her professional goals is the only thing she
has left. It’s just her luck that her new law clerk,
Callum Hopkins, believes the exact opposite. Callum
Hopkins thinks that nothing should ever be too
serious in life—why can’t he mix business with
pleasure? When he first starts working for his hot new
boss, they clash at every turn. He makes it his
mission to get Judge Williams to see things his way for
once. But when Callum finds himself in the wrong
place at the wrong time as an escaped convict comes
after Trinity, he realizes it’s not all fun and games
anymore. Now in witness protection together until the
authorities can catch the fugitive, this unlikely pair
must learn to trust one another and work together to
stay alive. Far away from the courtroom, Trinity and
Callum are suddenly free to stop butting heads, and
stop fighting the growing attraction between them.
With suspense and plenty of chemistry, Approaching
the Bench proves once again that “Chantal Fernando
knows how to draw you in and keep you hooked”
(Booklist).

Arrow's Hell
New York Times bestselling author of the Knights of
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Fury MC series Chantal Fernando is back with trouble
in the form of a renegade.Good girl Isabella wouldn't
miss the birth of her sister's baby for the world. So
when her car breaks down and one of the bikers next
door offers her a ride to Vegas, it's too tempting to
pass up. Besides, she can think of worse travel
conditions than wrapping her arms around Renny,
otherwise known as Renegade.Tall, dark and
handsome, the man is pure sex on a Harley.Between
wild parties and rumbling motorcycles, living next to
the Knights of Fury MC has always left Isabella
curious, but after a night in Vegas, she gets a
firsthand taste. Drinks in the club surrounded by burly
bikers soon turns into a series of daring decisions,
which don't seem so bad until she wakes up the next
morning. Married. To Renny.Could she be more of a
cliché?Nothing complicates an annulment like
lingering temptation, especially when Isabella and
Renny give in to their need, putting their marriage
where their mouths are. But as Isabella learns what
outlaw life is really like, she'll have to decide if she's
in love with a biker--or in over her head.This book is
approximately 67,000 wordsOne-click with
confidence. This title is part of the Carina Press
Romance Promise: all the romance you're looking for
with an HEA/HFN. It's a promise!

Arabic Thought Against the Authoritarian
Age
New York Times bestselling author Chantal Fernando
returns to the Knights of Fury series with her most
complicated hero yet. He may be the epitome of cool,
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but this MC president isn’t called Temper for
nothing… Every year, the hot, tatted biker comes into
Abbie’s bar, orders whiskey and asks her out. Every
year, Abbie turns him down. After all, dating a man
that goes by Temper seems like a really bad idea, no
matter how attracted she is to him. But this year is
different. Abbie’s different. Older, wiser and tired of
being stuck behind the bar in a sleepy town. This
year, she’s ready for whatever adventure the sexy but
sweet biker has in store for her. Or so she
thinks…until an elegant candlelit dinner ends with a
dead body. Now Abbie finds herself on the ride of her
life, whisked away to the big city in Temper’s
protective custody. She should be scared,
but—despite his nickname—it’s clear the last thing
Temper would ever do is hurt a hair on her head. And
when danger catches up with them, Abbie soon
realizes that holding tight to her man while straddling
a Harley may be the safest place of all. This book is
approximately 60,000 words One-click with
confidence. This title is part of the Carina Press
Romance Promise: all the romance you’re looking for
with an HEA/HFN. It’s a promise!

Beyond Law
Love blossoms in the most unexpected of places in
this sweet and steamy Cursed Ravens Motorcyle Club
title featuring a hunky bad boy and a charming nurse.
The men might tease Rogue and call him pretty
behind his back, but no one is going to say that to his
face. As the vice president of the Cursed Ravens—and
with an unpredictable and unruly temper—respect is
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given to him at any cost. But Rogue reins himself in
when he visits his mother in a local nursing home.
Overwhelmed with guilt that he can’t take care of her
himself, he can barely handle watching her fade away
with dementia. And he knows the staff is
exceptional—especially the sweet and beautiful
caregiver who pays extra attention to his mom. It isn’t
easy working at a nursing home, but Zoe enjoys
spending time with her favorite patient Anne. She
knows Anne has a son who dutifully visits her, but
when Zoe sees the tall, muscled, handsome stranger,
she can tell he’s trouble—beautiful trouble. She knows
he’s a Cursed Raven and she knows better than to
admit she’s attracted to him. There’s no way she'll
date an MC member. Been there done that. But as
Zoe and Rogue start to get closer, they realize one
way or another, they’ll have to fight to stay in each
other’s lives.

Fallen Princess
An all new flirty, lighthearted, standalone romance by
New York Times bestselling author K. Bromberg
guaranteed to make you swoon. Blakely Foxx is
having one of those years. Her divorce may have
been finalized a few months ago, but her ex is already
engaged to someone half her age. Her younger boss
is determined to sabotage her chance at getting the
promotion she rightly deserves. And to make matters
worse, she’s closing in on the big 4-0. There isn’t
enough wine or ice cream in the world to convince her
things will turn around. When Blakely meets Slade
Henderson, she’s left wondering why an early-thirties,
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hotter than hell, cardiothoracic surgeon would take an
interest in her. She’s been warned that he’ll break her
heart, but she’s willing to take the chance. Not only is
he helping her get that promotion, but in the process,
he’s encouraging her to find the parts of herself she’s
lost over the past few years. Slade shows her that
good guys really do exist, but who knew the hardest
part about turning forty would be realizing the man
you thought was a rebound, is actually your happily
ever after?

Global Challenges and the Law of the Sea
It always happens when you least suspect it. Love.
The chemistry. The pull. Even when you don't want it
to. Timing-it's a bitch. And then you have to make a
choice. Do you regret what is, or what isn't? Because
when love is involved, there's always regret. And my
story is no exception.

Beyond
My life is about the story. I've risked my life for it.
Many times. I chase the story so I can escape having
to face my own. But this one is different. This story
will make my career. My life. Or it will end it. The Sons
of Templar MC. The most notorious and dangerous
outlaw motorcycle club in the country. And I'm going
to get the scoop. Or I'll die trying.

Temper
From USA TODAY bestselling author Chantal Fernando
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comes a brand new Wind Dragons Motorcycle Club enovella, full of sexy bad-boy bikers, strong heroines,
and steamy romance! Even by Wind Dragon
Motorcycle Club standards, Irish was always a bit of a
dark horse. Not one to confide his secrets, such as
where he got that mysterious scar across his neck,
he’s quick with his fists and even quicker to jump to
the defense of his MC. But is he nimble enough to
handle the woman he never saw coming? Or will she
leave him with a matching scar across his heart?
Featuring scorching hot chemistry and plenty of sass,
Dirty Ride is sure to rev your engine and get you
immediately hooked!

Leading the Witness
The third in a sexy romance series from the
bestselling author of Saxon and Toxic Girl about the
bad boys of the Wind Dragons Motorcycle Club and
the women who fall in love with them. Tracker is
everything I’ve ever wanted. I see him. I’ve watched
time change him. I’ve been patient, but he still hasn’t
noticed me. Not the way I want him to. The more time
I spend with the MC, the more I understand. When
you want something, you have to take it. You have to
fight for it. And Tracker is more than worth fighting
for…

Ace of Hearts
I always thought I had luck on my side. Things
seemed to go in my favour, whether by will or by
nature. But that luck just ran out. Jobless and on the
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verge of being homeless, I find a strength in me that I
didn't even know existed and discover an unlikely
savior --- Tag. He avoids commitment like the plague,
and starting anything with him will only lead to
heartbreak. I know this. He knows this. So why am I
still here? Oh, right. Because I want him more than I
want my next breath.

Beyond modernism
Fall in love with the San Diego Barracudas. Get the
first three In the Zone hockey romances, now
available in one box set! ON THE SURFACE NHL player
Tim Hollander lost his temper one time and threw a
water bottle at an abusive fan. After "Bottlegate," he's
traded to the San Diego Barracudas, where he'll need
to keep the bad publicity to a minimum while proving
he can still compete with the younger guys on the ice.
When pediatric nurse Erin Collier is threatened by an
obnoxious fan, Tim rushes to defend the pretty
stranger, throwing a punch in the process. The
chemistry between Tim and Erin is palpable, but
unless he can convince her to see beyond the hockeythug surface to the good guy underneath, their
relationship won't last longer than a single season.
ACROSS THE LINE Calder Griffin needs to get back in
shape. Sidelined last season by a knee injury, he's
determined to get back on the ice and play the best
hockey of his career. Becca Chen has poured all her
energy into the restaurant she owns, desperate to
prove that she can succeed in the career of her
choice, not her parents'. But one five-hour plane ride
flirting with charming, magic-on-the-ice Calder and
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suddenly she can't keep her hands off him. They live
on opposite coasts, and they're both too devoted to
their careers. It can't last. All they have to do is
prevent their feelings from crossing the line from lust
to love… OUT OF THE GAME Alex Sullivan may be the
San Diego Barracudas' resident playboy, but he hasn't
been able to forget the woman who kissed him like
her life depended on it ten months ago. When he sees
her again at a teammate's wedding, he can't think of
anything but spending more time with her. Preferably
naked. Claire Marzano lost years to an overbearing
husband, and she's not going to answer to anyone
ever again. A hot fling is just what she needs to get
back in the game, and that's exactly what sexy Alex
offers—one wild long weekend away, no promises or
obligations. Until a surprise announcement and an onice accident threaten to derail everything…or cause
Alex to finally ditch his old ways and become the man
Claire needs him to be.

Approaching the Bench
When Faye discovers her boyfriend in bed with
another woman, she does something incredibly
stupid: she sleeps with his brother, Dexter-- biker
dude, pure alpha mail to the core, and vice president
of the notorious Wind Dragons MC. And once Faye
straddles the back of Dex's bike, and the roar of
unbridled lush, there's no turning back they're in for
the ride of their lives.

Thief
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The Wind Dragons MC couple who started it all is
back! We met the stars of Chantal Fernando’s
bestselling series in Dragon’s Lair, and now Sin and
Faye are ready for more—and with these two, that
means more passion, more action, and more of the
best kind of trouble. Sin, president of the Wind
Dragons Motorcycle Club, doesn’t mind that things
have quieted down since he got married—with Faye
at his side, he’ll never be bored. Plus, they’ve got
their little girl Clover to keep them on their toes. But
when new MC brother Talon needs help rooting out a
traitor in his old club, Faye’s the first to volunteer.
She’s more determined than ever to get involved and
put her law degree to good use, but Sin soon finds
himself riding to the rescue. Because he’ll kill
anybody who touches a hair on Faye’s head—if she
doesn’t get to them first. One way or another,
tonight’s going to be someone’s last ride….

Dragon's Lair
Internationally bestselling author Chantal Fernando
brings fans another sexy motorcycle novella in the
Wind Dragons MC series, as rival club president Talon
has to decide what's more dangerous: facing down
the WDMC, or losing his heart to a woman under their
protection. Talon has a complicated relationship with
the Wind Dragons Motorcycle Club. He’s the president
of their rival club, the Wild Men, but he’s also related
to one of their members—who hates him. He could
handle that, but he’s also got problems in his own
club; someone is leaking information and disrupting
their business, but Talon can’t find the mole. So the
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last thing he needs is even more complication in the
form of a beautiful single mother who’s bolder than
half the bikers on his squad. But he can't take his
eyes—or his hands—off her Tia’s always been a little
reckless, up for a good time wherever she found it,
but she’s also a great mom to her young son. So even
though she thinks Talon is basically sex on a stick,
when she realizes she wants to be more to him than
just a club groupie, she has to take things a bit slow.
Plus, a momentary attraction, no matter how smoking
hot, isn’t worth risking her son’s happiness in any
way. Is there any chance that Talon might be up for a
more permanent arrangement? Or has Tia leapt
before looking once again?

Approaching the Bench
Raised for her father in a motorcycle gang, Arianne
always was dreaming with a normal life but when she
escapes her father's domineering grasp, she finds
herself at the mercy of the alpha leader of the
notorious Sinner's Tribe. Jagger Knight is a really
strong man, but Arianne can't ignore their
tempestuous attraction.

Time Will Tell
The essays in this volume present new scholarship on
imperial expansion through colonization and
globalization from a variety of postcolonial
perspectives. Most of the articles are grounded in
literary works. National identities and imageries are
scrutinized, deconstructing the modernist and utopian
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idea of a nation as a site of homogeneity, and
reviewing the importance of the changing concept of
identity in the different phases of decolonization.

Stories in Stone
James Steele leads a complicated life, a life that
makes it hard to get close to people. James' secrets
caused him to lose the woman of his dreams, Sasha
Crawford. James has now moved on with Tatiana, a
lovely woman whom he works with, someone who
understands his reasons for secrecy. When Sasha
comes back into the picture James will have to make
a decision. Will he stay with Tatiana, a woman he has
grown to care for? Or step up with explanations for
Sasha, the woman he can't seem to stop wanting?
Sasha, a foolish romantic, had thought she had found
the love of her life in the sexy James Steele. That was,
until she saw him in the arms of another woman.
Heartbroken and betrayed, Sasha now had a new take
on romance, using dating and men as a way to get
over the pain of losing James. When their paths cross
again and James now has a new woman, how will she
react? Will she let go of all the hurt and anger, and
move on? Demand answers? Or lay her cards down,
and fight to win back the man that was once her
everything?

Going Rogue
From bestselling author Chantal Fernando, the second
book in a sexy romance series featuring the bad boys
of the Wind Dragons Motorcycle Club and the women
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who fall in love with them. Being the younger sister of
a Wind Dragons MC member isn’t as great as you’d
think it would be. I can’t escape the details of my
brother’s exploits. No one tells me anything. Men who
know who I am tend to stay away from me. And worst
of all: the members of the MC are off-limits. When
Arrow catches my eye, I make it my mission to make
him happy again. When I fall head over heels in love
with him, I just hope he will be there to catch me. And
that my brother doesn’t kill him…

Maybe This Time
From USA TODAY bestselling author Chantal Fernando
comes the latest in her steamy Wind Dragons
Motorcycle Club series featuring biker bad boys and
the strong women who love them. Vinnie was once
the youngest prospect at the infamous Wind Dragons
Motorcycle Club but finally, he’s going to be initiated
as a full-fledged member! But when Vinnie (now
known as Wolf) puts on that WDMC leather for the
first time, little does he know what he’s in for. The
Wind Dragons have made enemies, and being a
member means being on the front lines… Chantal
Fernando’s latest romance delivers everything MC
fans could ask for—incredibly sexy men and the
women strong enough to keep them, passionate love
scenes, thrilling adventure, and even a laugh or two
along the way! See why Publishers Weekly praises,
“Fernando’s vivid characters burst on the page,
demanding to be noticed.”

Time and Time Again
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A single father struggles to change for his daughters
and the woman he loves in this second book in the
Cursed Ravens Motorcycle Club series from New York
Times bestselling author Chantal Fernando. As a
single father of two girls and the sergeant at arms for
the Cursed Ravens Motorcycle Club, Jack “Knuckles”
Chester doesn’t have much free time. And having
earned his road name from his reputation as a fighter,
Knuckles isn’t one to back away from a challenge. But
what he'll never admit out loud is that his two
daughters have changed him irrevocably, softened
him even. And these two girls are the only women
who will ever hold his heart forever. That is, until he
meets Celina. Celina is nothing like the women
Knuckles used to date. She’s a journalist for the local
newspaper, and basically just has her life together.
And the last thing she wants is to be involved with a
Cursed Raven. But when the ripped, badass biker
worms his way into her heart, she has trouble
remembering all the reasons they would never work.
But when a shocking story is published her
newspaper, it breaks the thin trust she has with
Knuckles. Will she lose him forever? Or will Knuckles
fight to keep Celina in his life?

Kade
Death Angel
In Linda Howard’s gifted hands, second chances,
unexpected romance, and unrelenting action combine
into a riveting new novel of suspense. In Death Angel,
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bad girls can wake up and trust their hearts, bad guys
can fight for what’s right . . . and dying just might be
the only way to change one’s life. A striking beauty
with a taste for diamonds and dangerous men, Drea
Rousseau is more than content to be arm candy for
Rafael Salinas, a notorious crime lord who deals with
betrayal through quick and treacherous means: a
bullet to the back of the head, a blade across the
neck, an incendiary device beneath a car. Eager to
break with Rafael, Drea makes a fateful decision and
a desperate move, stealing a mountain of cash from
the malicious killer. After all, an escape needs to be
financed. Though Drea runs, Salinas knows she can’t
hide–and he dispatches a cold-blooded assassin in hot
pursuit, resulting in a tragic turn of events. Or does it?
Left for dead, Drea miraculously returns to the realm
of the living a changed woman. She’s no longer
shallow and selfish, no longer steals or cheats or sells
herself short. Both humbled and thrilled with this
unexpected second chance, Drea embraces her new
life. But in order to feel safe and sound–and stop
nervously looking over her shoulder–she will need to
take down those who marked her for death. Joining
forces with the FBI, supplying vital inside information
that only she can provide, Drea finds herself working
with the most dangerous man she’s ever known. Yet
the closer they get to danger, the more intense their
feelings for each other become, and the more Drea
realizes that the cost of her new life may be her life
itself–as well as her heart.

Rake's Redemption
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From the New York Times bestselling author who
“knows how to draw you in and keep you hooked”
(Angela Graham, New York Times bestselling author)
comes a compelling tale of family loyalty and budding
romance starring the badass Clover Black as she is
forced to choose between following her heart or
keeping her family safe. Growing up as the Princess of
the Wind Dragons Motorcycle Club, Clover Black
knows she’s had a thoroughly unique upbringing. As
the daughter of the former President of the club, she’s
expected to live a certain kind of life but she does the
unthinkable…she goes to the police academy and
becomes a cop. Without her family knowing. After
being assigned a new partner, the handsome Felix
Banks, a friendship blossoms, but as Felix teaches her
how to be a better cop, she finds herself falling for
him, all while, struggling to keep her two lives
separate. Tensions rise when the truth comes out and
it becomes clear that Clover is being used for her
motorcycle club ties. As things heat up within the MC
and at Clover’s job, she faces a difficult choice—her
love for Felix and the law, or her family and the Wind
Dragons. A steamy and unputdownable romance,
Fallen Princess is perfect “for fans of Kristin Ashley,
Julie Ann Walker, and Joanna Wylde, and those who
are heartbroken that television’s Sons of Anarchy has
ended” (Booklist).

Tracker's End
A tenacious, resilient female judge must find a way to
work with her carefree clerk as they find themselves
in danger when a fugitive sets his sights on revenge
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in the third book in New York Times bestselling author
Chantal Fernando’s sexy and thrilling Conflict of
Interest Series. Trinity Williams, known as “Medusa”
for her stony expressions and unyielding reputation,
constantly has her guard up—how else is the
youngest female judge in the country supposed to
survive in such a male-dominated profession? She
made the decision long ago that laughter and a
carefree attitude have no business in a courtroom and
achieving her professional goals is the only thing she
has left. It’s just her luck that her new law clerk,
Callum Hopkins, believes the exact opposite. Callum
Hopkins thinks that nothing should ever be too
serious in life—why can’t he mix business with
pleasure? When he first starts working for his hot new
boss, they clash at every turn. He makes it his
mission to get Judge Williams to see things his way for
once. But when Callum finds himself in the wrong
place at the wrong time as an escaped convict comes
after Trinity, he realizes it’s not all fun and games
anymore. Now in witness protection together until the
authorities can catch the fugitive, this unlikely pair
must learn to trust one another and work together to
stay alive. Far away from the courtroom, Trinity and
Callum are suddenly free to stop butting heads, and
stop fighting the growing attraction between them.
With suspense and plenty of chemistry, Approaching
the Bench proves once again that “Chantal Fernando
knows how to draw you in and keep you hooked”
(Booklist).

Wolf's Mate
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Certain symbols abound in modern Western culture
that are instantly recognizable: the cross signifies
Christianity, the six-pointed Star of David is revered
by Jews, the golden arches frequently means it's time
for lunch. Other symbols, however, require a bit of
decoding-particularly those found in cemeteries.
Cemeteries are virtual encyclopedias of symbolism.
Engravings on tombstones, mausoleums and
memorials tell us just about everything there is to
know about a person- date of birth and death as well
as religion, ethnicity, occupation, community
interests, and much more. In the fascinating new
book Stories in Stone: The Complete Guide to
Cemetery Symbolism by noted author Douglas
Keister, the secrets of cemetery symbolism are finally
revealed. For instance, did you know that it is quite
rare to see a sunflower on a tombstone? Did you
know that the human foot symbolizes humility and
service since it consistently touches the earth? Or the
humble sheaf of wheat-while it is often used to denote
someone who has lived a long and fruitful life, do you
know other meanings it might carry? Stories in Stone
provides history along with images of a wide variety
of common and not-so-common cemetery symbols,
and offers an in-depth examination of stone relics and
the personal and intimate details they display-flora
and fauna, religious icons, society symbols, and final
impressions of how the deceased wished to be
remembered. Douglas Keister has created a practical
field guide that is compact and portable, perfect for
those interested in family histories and genealogical
research, and is the only book of its kind that unlocks
the language of symbols in a comprehensive and easyto-understand manner. Douglas Keister has
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photographed fourteen award-winning, critically
acclaimed books (including Red Tile Style: America's
Spanish Revival Architecture, The Bungalow:
America's Arts & Crafts Home, and Storybook Style:
America's Whimsical Homes of the Twenties) earning
him the title "America's most noted photographer of
historic architecture." He also writes and illustrates
magazine articles and contributes photographs and
essays to other books, calendars, posters, and
greeting cards. Doug lives in Chico, California, and
travels frequently to photograph and lecture on
historic architecture and photography.

Wild Ride
New York Times bestselling author Chantal Fernando
“turns up the heat” (RT Book Reviews) in this steamy
standalone novel when a divorce lawyer finds himself
stuck between his client and the woman he
desires—and soon he’ll be forced to choose sides.
Hunter Brayze doesn’t always like his clients but as
the divorce attorney for Bentley & Channing Law, he
doesn’t have to. So when he meets his latest client,
even though he can’t stand the guy, let alone
understand how any woman would ever marry him,
he is still determined to win his case. But he never
expects taking this client would turn his entire world
upside down. When he comes face to face with his
client’s soon-to-be ex, he’s shocked to see Riley
McMahon, owner of his local pub and the woman he’s
wanted ever since he first laid eyes on her. He didn’t
even know she was getting a divorce, and now he’s
stuck defending the man who wants to screw Riley
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out of everything. Feeling like he’s betraying her,
Hunter vows to settle this case as quickly as he can
by any means possible. Because after months of
flirting with Riley at the pub, and now knowing that
she’ll soon be free, Hunter is determined to make her
his. But as the proceedings get messier and secrets
are revealed, Hunter’s running out of tricks to keep
both parties happy. And when someone sets Riley’s
pub on fire, he can’t help but suspect his own client.
Torn between his professional code of ethics and his
intense connection with Riley, Hunter finds himself at
a crossroads wondering whose interests he’ll
ultimately protect.

Chase
New York Times bestselling author Chantal Fernando
returns with a brand new series about a brigade of
lawyers who, despite being bad boys at heart, always
end up just on the right side of the law. Katerina
Dawson knows exactly what she wants from life. And
as the new associate at the top law firm in the city,
she’s ready to live out her dreams of becoming a
criminal lawyer. But going on coffee runs and
babysitting kids during the day was definitely not
what she had in mind. She knows that anyone else
would kill to be in her shoes, but she has to draw the
line somewhere. That’s easier said than done, though,
when Kat has to confront her handsome boss…
Tristan Channing and Jaxon Bentley run a successful
law firm together and the two partners couldn’t be
busier right now. When Jaxon suddenly takes a leave
of absence, Tristan begrudgingly assumes
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responsibility of the new associate, the hot new
associate, who has curves for days. Needing to keep
his distance from her, Tristan sends Kat on needless
errands and has her doing work even an intern
wouldn’t touch, like picking up his kids. But his plan
backfires when he sees his children grow attached to
Kat and sees her getting comfortable in his home. It
triggers something deep within him, and it feels right
to have her there. Will Tristan be able to keep his
work and personal lives separate, or will he find that
his heart holds the final verdict?

Saint
Dirty Ride
You met Kade and Nikki in "Chase." Now it's time for
their story. Nikki works hard and plays even harder. A
fan of no attachment type relationships, Nikki is
nowhere near ready to settle down or commit to one
man. What she doesn't expect is Kade. A one night
stand she can't quite shake, Kade is a ladies' man and
the brother in law of her best friend. Will she be able
to resist him? Or will Nikki take a chance on love with
a notorious player? After making a promise years ago
to his now fallen best friend, Kade swore he would
take care of Ashley. But what happens when Ashley
has an agenda of her own? Will Kade let his promise
to his best friend ruin things with the love of his life?
Recommended for readers aged 18+
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